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grand peine a enrichir sa bibliographie et il aurait pu se dispenser 
d'ecrire de fa9on grotesque le nom dui c6lebre auteur de The English 
Dialect Dictionary. 

Louis BRANDIN. 
LONDON. 

D. Francisco Manuel de Mello. Esbofo biogcraphico. Por EDGAR 
PRESTAGE. Coimbra: Imprensa da Universidade. 1914. 8vo. 
xxxv + 614 pp. 

The late Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo was of opinion that Mello was 
'the greatest genius of the Peninsula in the seventeenth century, with 
the exception of Quevedo,' and expressed surprise that he should have 
found no biographer. He was a man whose life could never have been 
uninteresting, even had it been spent in the most hundrum circum- 
stances and whose actual adventures would have made the dullest man 
an object of interest. Yet he has had to wait three centuries for 
a biography, and owes it finally to a foreigner, although it is written in 
Portuguese. However, he has waited to some purpose, and the present 
biography is likely to stand foursquare to the winds of criticism and 
will not be superseded, although it is to be hoped that fresh documents 
will be discovered before a second edition is printed. Mr Prestage in 
an accompanying leaflet asks that any knowledge of documents or facts 
concerning Mello's life or works should be communicated to him at the 
Academy of Sciences, Lisbon. Meanwhile this volume contains not 
only a detailed bibliography but the text of 121 documents, many of 
them now first printed. The accepted date of Mello's birth has long 
been 1611, and, in spite of the fact that his age is given as 18 in 1626, 
and that in one of his letters he says that he became a soldier at 17 (in 
1625), the date 161.1 would still be going from critic to critic had not 
Mr Prestage discovered the certificate of Mello's baptism (December 1, 
1608), which is here given in facsimile. It may be said that baptism 
is not birth, but two passages in Mello's work tend to prove that he 
was born on St Clement's day, November 23. The case is precisely 
similar to that of Cervantes. A passage in document No. 1 (p. 427) 
confirms the date 1608: Mello says that he attained the age of 36 in 
the royal service (at the time of his imprisonment in 1644). 

Mr Prestage remarks that in the familiar style Mello is unexcelled, 
and says that his imprisonments and exile 'made of this versatile 
soldier a great writer.' At his best he stands out from contemporary 
writers as a rapier among uncouth and tawdry sticks, and there can be 
no doubt that his misfortunes gave the edge to his directness, a quality 
so rare in Portuguese authors. Probably, too, he had studied with care 
the more familiar works of the classical Portuguese writers of the 
sixteenth century, the Ropica Pnefma of Joao de Barros or the 
Ulyssipo of Jorge Ferreira de Vasconcellos, for instance, in which one is 
reminded of Mello's style but may look in vain for his wit and wisdom. 
He will always be read with pleasure and interest not only or chiefly in 
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his Guerra de Catalula but in his admirable letters and dialogues. And 
those who read him will certainly go on to read his life as told in these 
pages by Mr Edgar Prestage, if they have not already done so as an 
introduction to his works. In view of the importance of this book not 
only for Portugal but for Spanish history and literature a new edition 
is likely to be soon called for, and in this a few minor misprints will be 
corrected, and we may hope, an index added. On p. 153, for instance, 
Vittoria should read Vitoria; p. 59, Zorrilla is misprinted Zorilla; 
p. 61, dilettanti has become dilletanti; p. 175, enlcarregaram-se should 
perhaps be encarregaren-se. Folle (p. 408) appears instead of fol est, 
and England (p. 23) is clearly a slip for Europe. The Lisbon Academy 
of Sciences is to be heartily congratulated on the production by one of 
its members of a work of such authority and at the same time so 
attractive. 

AUBREY F. G. BELL. 
S. JOXO Do ESTORIL. 

La Theologie dans le Drame Religieux en Allernagne atu lMoyen Age. 
Par GEORGES DURIEZ. Paris et Lille: J. Tallendier. 1914. 8vo. 
645 pp. 

Les Apocryphes dans le Dramze Religieux en Allemagne au Molyen Age. 
Par GEORGES DURIEZ. Paris et Lille: J. Tallendier. 1914. 8vo. 
111 pp. 

Like a complete cycle of 'Miracles,' Dr Duriez' longer thesis takes 
us from the unfathomable mysteries of the Trinity 'dUnombrer les 
habitants du ciel et ceux des enfers, raconter la creation de l'homme... 
passer en revue les Patriarches et les Prophetes, suivre Jesus dans sa 
vie cach6e et dans sa vie publique, ddcrire sa Passion, sa mort, sa resur- 
rection et son Ascension...pour conduire les lecteurs, apres les horreurs 
du jugement dernier, a la beatitude eternelle du ciel.' In the chapter 
on 'L'Antechrist' he states the method from which he never departs: 
'je signale d'abord dans la Sainte Ecriture et les Peres les passages oi 
il est fait allusion a l'Antechrist.' 

Dr Duriez tells us nothing new about the evolution of the religious 
drama or its relation to national life and popular practice: his domain 
is one of ideas. It is here that he corrects our perspective and widens 
our view by showing us the immense range of learning commanded by 
many mediaeval dramatists. Their additions to the evangelical accounts 
and every variation from tradition are accounted for. He makes us 
realise the widespread influence of theologians like St Vincent de 
Beauvais and Jacobus de Voragine, whose adaptations of the Fathers 
were followed. Whole passages from the Summa Theologiae of St 
Thomas Aquinas were translated and 'dramatised,' whilst the fascina- 
tion of the apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus was intense. 

The erudition of Dr Duriez is most evident in discussing a play like 
Uerdingen (1682), which is really a dispute about the Holy Eucharist 
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